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Abstract
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Esophageal adenocarcinomas (EACs) are associated with dismal prognosis. Deciphering the
evolutionary histories of this disease may shed light on therapeutically tractable targets and reveal
dynamic mutational processes during the disease course and following neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(NAC). We exome sequenced 40 tumor regions from 8 patients with operable EACs, before and
after platinum-containing NAC. This revealed the evolutionary genomic landscape of EACs with
the presence of heterogeneous driver mutations, parallel evolution, early genome doubling events
and an association between high intratumor heterogeneity and poor response to NAC. Multiregion sequencing demonstrated a significant reduction in T>G mutations within a CTT context
when comparing early and late mutational processes and the presence of a platinum signature with
enrichment of C>A mutations within a CpC context following NAC. EACs are characterized by
early chromosomal instability leading to amplifications containing targetable oncogenes persisting
through chemotherapy, providing a rationale for future therapeutic approaches.

INTRODUCTION
Esophageal cancer is associated with dismal clinical outcome with only modest
improvement in survival over recent decades (1). In addition, the incidence of esophageal
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adenocarcinoma (EAC) has increased markedly over the past two decades in Western
countries (2).
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Whilst sequencing studies have identified drivers in EAC (3, 4), little is known regarding the
clonal evolution of surgically operable disease and the impact of cytotoxic therapy upon the
genomic landscape of residual tumor at surgery. Treatment with curative intent of resectable
EAC involves surgical resection with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) or chemoradiotherapy (5). NAC confers a survival advantage over surgery alone (6), but 50-60% of
tumors are resistant to treatment (5). Whole exome sequencing in EAC identified 26
significantly mutated genes and in another study high density genomic profiling arrays
identified focal somatic copy number aberrations containing therapeutically targetable
kinases such as ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR2, EGFR, and MET in a cohort of EACs. The timing
of these events within the context of EAC evolution is unknown (3, 7, 8).
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Several sequencing studies have begun to unravel the evolutionary histories of human
cancers (9, 10). Emerging evidence reveals that phylogenetic analysis of multi-region exome
sequence datasets from a single tumor allows the discrimination of conserved early genetic
events present at all sites of the tumor sampled, from later mutations present in only part of
the tumor. Distinguishing early from later somatic events during tumor evolution allows the
temporal order of mutational processes that occur during the disease course to be resolved
(4, 11-14). Previous studies have shown that the evolution from Barrett’s esophagus (BE) to
adenocarcinoma of the esophagus is dominated by loss of TP53, genome doubling,
chromosomal instability (CIN) and a high frequency of chromothripsis events resulting in
genomic diversity and an increase in the prevalence of focal amplifications and copy number
gains and losses (4, 7, 15-17). We obtained multiple tumor regions from 8 EACs, acquired
consecutively within a prospective tissue collection protocol, both at diagnosis and at
surgery following platinum containing neoadjuvant chemotherapy, in order to distinguish
early from later somatic driver events and to decipher the genomic architecture of EAC
during disease evolution and following cytotoxic therapy.

RESULTS
Genomic architecture and diversity in human EAC
We performed multi-region exome sequencing (M-seq) on 8 tumors from patients with
operable EACs to assess tumor evolution both spatially (sequencing different regions of the
primary tumor) and temporally (sequencing further regions of the tumor following
combination chemotherapy). In total, 40 regions were sequenced. Tumor and germline
regions were sequenced at median 90-fold coverage across the exonic capture regions
(Supplementary Table S1). The clinical characteristics of these 8 patients are shown in
Supplementary Table S2 and included patients with stage IIA to IIIC disease. Orthogonal
validation showed a validation rate of 96.1% (see Methods).
To assess the extent of spatial and temporal intratumor heterogeneity in EAC, non-silent
somatic mutations were first classified as either ubiquitously detected, if detected in all
tumor regions, or heterogeneous, if identified in one or more tumor regions, but not all. All
tumors demonstrated spatial and temporal heterogeneity with a median of 55.63% of non-
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silent mutations being heterogeneous (range 12.6% to 69.4%) (Fig. 1A). The total number of
non-silent mutations identified in these tumors (median = 213) was significantly greater
(p=0.0109, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) than the number of mutations identified if only a
single tumor region had been sampled (median = 127.5), highlighting intratumor
heterogeneity and the underestimation of mutational burden and clonal architecture from
single samples in EAC (Supplementary Fig. S1). The proportion of heterogeneous mutations
in each tumor, both pre- and post-chemotherapy is shown in Fig. 1B. We assessed this
further by generating an intratumor heterogeneity (ITH) index. This was calculated for each
tumor as the mean of the proportion of heterogeneous mutations relative to the total number
of mutations determined by pairwise comparison of all pre-chemotherapy tumor regions.
Intriguingly, we observed a strong correlation between the ITH index and response to NAC
(Supplementary Fig. S2, Spearman rho = 0.93, p=0.015).
Evaluation of truncal and branched driver point mutations
Filtered non-silent variants from each tumor region were used to construct phylogenetic
trees using the parsimony ratchet method (18) (Fig. 1A and Supplementary Fig. S3), with
branch lengths reflecting the number of non-silent mutations. To account for SNV
heterogeneity driven by copy number events, we identified all mutations in genomic
segments of copy number variation across tumor regions and filtered those whose absence,
or low variant allele frequency, could be explained by copy number loss. For example, in
EAC015, we identified a genomic segment harboring 16 mutations. This segment was
deleted in region R1 but present in all other tumor regions. Thus, the heterogeneity in this
case can be explained by a single copy number loss event (Supplementary Fig. S4).
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We then classified somatic SNVs in known cancer genes into category 1-3 driver events
depending on evidence supporting driver mutation status (see Supplementary Methods and
Supplementary Table S3), with all other SNVs classified as category 4. We evaluated where
on the phylogenetic tree these driver mutations were located. Overall, 47% (n=46) of
putative driver events (category 1-3) were found to occur as branch mutations in the 8
EACs. Whilst there was an enrichment (p=0.08) of category 1 driver events on the trunks of
the phylogenetic trees, 24% (n=4) of the category 1 events were located on the branches,
occurring in 3 of the 8 tumors (EAC003, EAC014 and EAC017) with PIK3R1 in EAC017 as
a potentially targetable mutation. Interestingly, these data support our recent findings that
mutations in PIK3R1 have a tendency to be later, subclonal, events across cancer types (14).
52% of category 2 and category 3 drivers were detected in only a subset of regions.
Additionally, we identified 10 frameshift indels within annotated driver genes, of which six
were located on the trunk, including two in TP53 (EAC006 and EAC015). We also
identified 15 of the 26 putative drivers reported in EAC (3) and mutations in 7 of these 15
drivers were found to occur on the branches (SMAD4, TLR4, SLC39A12, TLL1, EYS,
NUAK1 and DOCK2; Supplementary Fig. S5). Their presence on the branches of the
phylogenetic tree suggests that they may be more prevalent than expected based on single
sample analyses in EAC. Supporting this, we identified a significantly greater number of
driver mutations using the M-seq approach compared to a single biopsy for each of these
tumors (p=0.041, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) (Supplementary Fig. S6).
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Next, to further resolve the clonal architecture of each tumor, we integrated copy number,
variant allele frequencies and purity estimates to calculate the cancer cell fraction (CCF) of
each mutation within each tumor region. We found evidence for at least one driver mutation
(category 1-3) exhibiting an illusion of clonality in all but one tumor (EAC009)
(Supplementary Fig S5). Such mutations appear clonally dominant within one tumor region,
but are not detectable in other tumor regions. For instance, in EAC001, a non-silent mutation
in SLC39A12 (pA44E), a gene that was identified as recurrently mutated in EAC (3), was
estimated to be present in 100% of cancer cells within region R4 but was undetectable in all
other tumor regions. Similarly, in EAC014, a mutation in SMAD4 (pR361H) was present in
all cancer cells within region R3, but was undetectable in the remaining tumor regions.
Conversely, mutations in SLC39A12 (pT37I) and TP53 (splice site) in EAC014 and EAC001
respectively were both found to be clonal in all tumor regions. (Fig. 2A - E).
More generally, consistent with previous reports (3, 4), mutations in TP53 were always
identified as fully clonal, and, in every case, mutations in TP53 were accompanied by copy
neutral LOH, highlighting the importance of mutations in TP53 as early driver events.
Likewise, mutation and complete loss of the wild-type allele was observed in all tumor
regions for CDKN2A and SMAD4 in EAC006 and EAC015 respectively. These mutations
likely occurred prior to truncal genome doubling (GD) events (see Supplementary Methods).
However, in EAC014, while mutation and LOH was also observed in SMAD4, this was
exclusive to region R3 and, similarly, for EAC017 mutation and LOH was observed in
PIK3R1, but only in region R4.
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In two out of the eight tumors we observed evidence for parallel evolution. In EAC005
multiple distinct mutations in NOTCH1 were identified in separate tumor regions (Fig. 1A)
(19, 20), while in EAC001 multiple distinct mutations in GNPTAB were detected in different
tumor regions (Fig. 1A and 2A). These data imply the existence of convergent selection
pressures at later stages of tumor evolution. The clonal architecture of each tumor region
also sheds light on the spatial relationships between tumor regions. Certain regions, such as
regions R2 and R4 in EAC001, did not share any subclonal mutations, potentially indicative
of geographical barriers existing between these regions, fostering subclonal diversification
(Fig. 2A). Conversely, other tumor regions, including regions R1 and R2 in EAC001, shared
multiple subclonal mutations, consistent with intermingling subclones between these tumor
regions (Fig. 2C).
Chromosomal instability and copy number amplifications are early drivers
Copy number analysis on the M-seq data revealed that all tumors showed extensive somatic
copy number aberrations (Supplementary Fig. S7). Additionally, all tumors had evidence of
ubiquitous TP53 disruption, either through mutation (7/8) or by amplification of MDM2
(EAC003), and all tumor regions showed evidence of GD. This is consistent with previous
reports describing early TP53 inactivation followed by CIN and GD as an early defining
event in the evolution of EAC (4, 17). We also found evidence of early chromothripsis
events in two tumors, on chromosome 1 in EAC003, and on chromosome 19 in EAC017
(Supplementary Fig. S8). Both events were ubiquitously found in all tumor regions. To
further measure the degree of CIN in this cohort, we calculated the weighted genome
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integrity index (wGII) as a proxy for CIN (21). We found that all tumor regions in this study
showed high levels of wGII (median 0.53, range 0.31-0.66), indicative of CIN (21).
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A similar level was observed in EAC tumors from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
dataset (Supplementary Fig. S9), providing further support for CIN as a defining feature of
EAC. Next, we analyzed the extent of heterogeneity at the copy number level. Across our
cohort of 8 tumors, we identified 1090 genomic segments of copy number gain (≥1 copy
number relative to ploidy), and 824 segments of copy number loss (≤1 copy number relative
to ploidy). Of these, on average only 24% and 13% respectively, were ubiquitously
identified in all tumor regions sequenced within a tumor, consistent with extensive CIN in
these tumors. However, chromosomal amplifications (≥2x ploidy) were significantly more
likely to be ubiquitously identified across tumour regions than either gains or losses (Fig.
3A). These data suggest chromosomal amplifications may often represent early events,
which are maintained through NAC (Fig. 3B). In further support of ubiquitously identified
amplifications representing shared events, haplotype analysis confirmed that the same allele
was likely amplified in the majority of cases (data not shown).
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We then assessed whether the somatic copy number variations in our cohort were similar to
those previously identified by TCGA using Gistic v2 (22). We found that 15 chromosomal
segments previously identified in the TCGA cohort were amplified in at least one sample in
our cohort, and 46 chromosomal segments exhibiting copy number loss overlapped with
TCGA recurrent deletions (Fig 3B and C). With regards to amplifications, these were mostly
ubiquitously identified and maintained within all tumor regions pre- and post-NAC and were
often centered on specific oncogenes, such as c-MYC, CCND1, ERBB2, EGFR and KRAS
(Fig. 3B and D; Supplementary Table S4). Notably, 9 genes that were ubiquitously
amplified in at least one tumor and maintained following NAC, including AKT2, AURKA,
CCND1, CDK6, ERBB2, EGFR and PIK3CA (Fig. 3D), have all been identified in the
TARGET database (version 2) as potentially targetable copy number aberrations (23).
Mutation spectra of truncal and branch mutations
Mutational processes may be dynamic both spatially and temporally within individual tumor
types (11, 12). We therefore examined the timing of mutational processes during EAC
evolution. We observed statistically significant changes in the mutation spectra over time
when comparing early (trunk) versus late (branched) somatic mutations. In early mutations
we observed a strong enrichment for T>G mutations within a CTT context (6 out of 8 cases,
p<0.0001). This mutation signature has previously been associated with BE and esophageal
adenocarcinoma and may result from gastric acid reflux (3, 4, 17). When focusing on late
mutations, we observed a relative decrease in the proportion of T>G mutations within a CTT
context (Fig. 4A and Supplementary Fig. S10) and a relative increase in C>T mutations at
CpG sites, previously reported as resulting from ageing and increased cell turnover (3, 4, 17,
24). These data suggest that founder genomic events occur within an environmental context
possibly attributable to exposure to gastric acid (3, 4, 17), but this is not the major process
contributing to mutational diversity in the growing neoplasm.
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Clonal evolution and mutational processes with platinum chemotherapy
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Next we assessed the impact of platinum chemotherapy on the somatic mutational
landscape. In two tumors (EAC005 and EAC015) we observed that post-chemotherapy
regions clustered separately as a monophyletic group (indicating a shared common
ancestor). In the remaining tumors paraphyly was observed whereby pre- and postchemotherapy regions clustered together. Interestingly, in this small cohort, tumors EAC005
and EAC015, which had a poor response to chemotherapy (Supplementary Table S2),
exhibited monophyly with clustering of post-chemotherapy tumor regions from a shared
common ancestor (Supplementary Fig. S3), consistent with a common genomic event
conferring resistance to therapy in these tumors.
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We then assessed whether there was an identifiable genomic signature resulting from
platinum exposure in residual disease after NAC. 5 out of 8 samples were analyzed
following chemotherapy as the remaining three tumors had responded well to treatment with
low tumor purity levels in the post chemotherapy regions, rendering analysis intractable. We
identified statistically significant shifts in the mutation spectra when comparing pre- to postchemotherapy somatic mutations (p=0.0005) with a significant decrease in the proportion of
C>T mutations (p=0.007) and an increase in C>A mutations (p=0.01) (Fig. 4B). In keeping
with the findings of Meier and colleagues, who identified the presence of a platinum
signature, with an enrichment of C>A mutations within a CpC context, following platinum
treatment in C.elegans (25), we observed this specific mutational signature when the post
NAC tumors were analyzed together (p=0.005) (Fig. 4C). EAC005 was removed from the
analysis as only 18 mutations were found to be unique to post-chemotherapy tumor regions
with an absence of any C>A mutations, thereby preventing calculation of enrichment at CpC
sites. Additionally, there was a trend towards increased numbers of small indels in samples
obtained post platinum treatment (p=0.098), but we did not observe a significant change in
the mutational load of these tumors following NAC. Taken together, these data support the
findings of the waning of the CTT signature in the branches and the iatrogenic impact of
platinum therapy upon cancer evolution (Fig. 4D).

DISCUSSION
Tracking how EACs evolve during the selective pressure of platinum NAC reveals the
timing of key somatic events and mutational processes. We identified an enrichment of
category 1 driver events occurring in the trunk of the phylogenetic trees. With the exception
of PDGFR, the remaining category 1 drivers were tumor suppressor genes such as TP53,
CDK2NA, NF1, EXT2, DICER1, CDH1 that are therapeutically difficult to target. However,
for each patient within the cohort, there was at least one ubiquitously detected amplification,
containing a potentially targetable driver oncogene persisting through NAC. This is
supportive of a progression model of EAC (Fig. 4D) where early CIN contributes to
amplification of oncogenes early in tumor evolution which may be selected for (26), and
contribute to tumor progression, similar to our recent findings in Papillary Renal Carcinoma
(27). However, some of these amplifications may have occurred via breakage fusion bridges
and chromothripsis, resulting in double minute chromosomes which may be relatively
resistant to targeted therapeutics (17).
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In keeping with other studies we detected T>G mutations at CTT sites (3, 4, 17). Our
analysis confirms that this signature is enriched early in tumor evolution, occurring in all
tumor regions, prior to branched evolution. Interestingly, we observed a significant
reduction in this mutational process in the late (branched) mutations with an associated
relative increase in C>T at CpG sites, consistent with findings in clear cell renal cell
carcinoma (11). This further highlights the benefit of multi-region sampling and provides
evidence that distinct mutational processes operate during tumor initiation compared to
those impacting mutational burden later in the disease course.
A number of putative driver mutations identified by Dulak et al, SMAD4, TLR4, SLC39A12,
TLL1, EYS, NUAK1 and DOCK2 (3) were identified subclonally in our cohort of tumors
suggesting these frequently occur later in tumor evolution. Many of these driver mutations
resulted in an illusion of clonality, highlighting the importance of considering regional
intratumoral heterogeneity in this tumor type in order to fully dissect the evolutionary
history of these tumors and to more accurately identify fully clonal events which may serve
as tractable therapeutic targets. Although M-seq captures more tumor diversity than single
biopsies, with almost double the number of non-silent mutations detected compared to a
single biopsy in this cohort, it still only samples a small fraction of the total tumor volume.
Hence, this approach is still expected to underestimate the number of subclones present
within a given tumor, limiting the resolution of the phylogenetic trees (11, 12).
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Whilst it is difficult to discern the true extent of heterogeneity, using a M-seq approach we
observed that tumors that were more heterogeneous as determined by an ITH index appeared
to have a worse response to NAC in our cohort. However, given the limited number of cases
in our cohort, our observations should be confirmed in an appropriately powered prospective
cohort study, given the importance of defining predictive markers to determine response to
chemotherapy in EAC. Furthermore, findings of a platinum scar post NAC, highlights the
need to understand the selective pressures of platinum chemotherapy on genetic diversity
and the iatrogenic impact of treatment upon tumor evolution. Platinum preferentially crosslinks G-G nucleotides at presumably random sites throughout the genome, and subsequent
DNA repair using translesion DNA polymerases has a tendency to incorporate a wrong base,
resulting in a single point mutation in a GpG or CpC context (28). The observation that all
patients, including those who derived limited clinical benefit from NAC, harbored residual
disease with an increase in C>A mutations in a CpC context, known to occur in model
organisms following platinum exposure, further emphasizes the importance of deciphering
those patients who will not derive benefit from mutagenic cytotoxic chemotherapy.
Using M-seq we have identified considerable heterogeneity of non-silent mutations and the
presence of subclonal driver mutations indicating that the incidence of driver mutations from
single EAC samples may be underestimated, similar to recent observations in other tumor
types. We find that mutations in TP53 as well as mutations in other tumor suppressor genes
such as CDKN2A are early events, likely occurring before genome doubling, which was also
found to be a ubiquitous event in all tumors. All tumors exhibit CIN and harbor considerable
heterogeneity at the copy number level. Despite this emerging chaos, many amplified
oncogenes are ubiquitous throughout the tumor, unperturbed by cytotoxics and may
represent vulnerabilities suitable for therapeutic intervention. Longitudinal studies in the
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setting of NAC are required to decipher the relationships between ITH and cytotoxic
response and recurrence, that may support the identification of resistant disease in advance
of therapy to limit the iatrogenic impact of cytotoxics on cancer evolution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Europe PMC Funders Author Manuscripts

See Supplementary Data for a full description of Methods.
Patient cohort description
Eight consecutive samples from patients diagnosed with EAC who then went on to have
NAC followed by definitive surgical resection (within a prospective tissue collection
protocol) were obtained for sequencing. Samples were obtained with informed consent, the
study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and ethics were
approved by an Institutional Review Board for St Mary’s Hospital, Imperial College
Healthcare NHS Trust (REC Ref. no. 04/Q0403/119). Detailed clinical characteristics are
provided in Supplementary Table S2. Treatment response to chemotherapy was classified as
good, intermediate and poor based on both the staging of tumors and the Mandard Tumor
Regression Score (TRG) following neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Poor response was classified
as tumors that were upstaged and had a Mandard TRG score of 5; intermediate response, if
there was no evidence that tumors had been upstaged or a Mandard TRG score of 3-4 and
good response; if there was no evidence that tumors had been upstaged and a Mandard TRG
score of 1-3 (29).
Multi-region whole exome sequencing
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Exome capture was performed for each tumor region and matched blood germline on 1-2 μg
DNA according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Agilent). Samples were paired-end
multiplex sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 to the desired average sequencing depth
(approximately 90x), as described previously (11). Sequence data has been deposited at the
European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA), which is hosted by the EBI (accession number
pending). bwa mem (bwa-0.7.7) (30) was used to align raw paired end reads (100bp) to the
full hg19 genomic assembly and variants were called using VarScan2 somatic (v2.3.6) (31).
Orthogonal validation was performed on all identified 685 non-silent mutations from 3
tumors (EAC001, EAC003 and EAC005). These were manually reviewed and selected for
deep sequencing (median coverage depth = 445) on the Ion Torrent PGM sequencer (Life
Technologies) resulting in a validation rate of 96.1%.
Copy number analysis
Processed sample exome SNP and copy number data from paired tumor-normal was
generated using VarScan2 (v2.3.6), and further processed using the Sequenza R package
2.1.1 (32) to provide segmented copy number data and cellularity and ploidy estimates for
all samples based on the exome sequence data. Processed copy number data for each sample
was divided by the sample mean ploidy, and log2 transformed. Gain and loss were defined
as log2(2.5/2) and log2(1.5), respectively. Copy number heterogeneity was defined using
minimum consistent regions (Supplementary Fig. S11). Amplification was defined as
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log2(4/2). Genome doubling was determined as previously described (33). wGII was
determined as described (21).
Cancer cell fraction estimation and cluster analysis
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The cancer cell fraction and mutation copy number of each mutation were estimated by
integrating Sequenza-derived integer copy number and tumor purity estimates with the VAF
as outlined in Lohr et al (34) and Landau et al (35). SNVs were filtered in order to remove
those whose absence, or low CCF values, may be driven by copy number events. In total,
across all tumor regions, 100 mutations were filtered as being driven by copy number
change.
Phylogenetic tree construction
All non-silent mutations that passed validation (EAC001, EAC003 and EAC005) or further
filtering (EAC006, EAC009, EAC014, EAC015 and EAC017) were considered for the
purpose of determining phylogenetic trees. Trees were built using binary presence/absence
matrices built from the regional distribution of variants within the tumor. The R
Bioconductor package phangorn (1.99-7) (36) was utilized to perform the parsimony ratchet
method (37) generating unrooted trees. Branch lengths were determined using the acctran
function.
Identification and classification of driver mutations
All non-silent variants were compared against a list of potential driver genes (n=598), and
classified into category 1:4 depending on the prior evidence of the variant being a driver,
with category 1 representing high confidence driver mutations (see Supplementary
Methods).
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Temporal dissection of mutations
For each M-seq tumor, we classified each mutation as ‘early’ or ‘late’ based on whether it
was located on the trunk or branch of the phylogenetic tree. All truncal mutations were
classified as ‘early’ and any branch mutations as ‘late’. The variants were also split
according to their occurrence pre-treatment and post-treatment with platinum chemotherapy.
Variants were classed as post-treatment specific if they were absent from all regions
extracted from pre-chemotherapy.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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This work illustrates dynamic mutational processes occurring during EAC evolution and
following selective pressures of platinum exposure, emphasizing the iatrogenic impact of
therapy on cancer evolution. Identification of amplifications encoding targetable
oncogenes maintained through NAC, suggests the presence of stable vulnerabilities,
unimpeded by cytotoxics, suitable for therapeutic intervention.
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Figure 1.

Intratumor heterogeneity of somatic mutations. A, Heatmaps show the regional distribution
of all non-silent mutations; presence (blue), absence, potentially due to copy number loss
(light blue) or absence (grey) of each mutation is indicated for every tumor region. Column
next to heatmap shows the distribution of mutations; mutation present in all tumor regions
(blue), shared in more than one but not all regions (orange), in one pre-chemotherapy tumor
region (red) and in one post-chemotherapy tumor region (green). Mutations are ordered by
tumor driver category with categories 1-3 indicated in the right column in black, dark grey
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and light grey respectively (details in Supplementary Table S3). Total number of non-silent
mutations (n) is provided for each tumor. Phylogenetic trees generated by a parsimony
ratchet approach (18) based on the distribution of all detected mutations are shown to the
right of the heatmap; trunk and branch lengths are proportional to the number of non-silent
mutations acquired. Category 1, 2 and 3 driver mutations are indicated next to the trunk or
with an arrow pointing to the branches where they were acquired. B, Plots show the
proportion of trunk and branch mutations in the pre- and post-chemotherapy tumor regions.
NA; data not available for these tumors; only one pre-chemotherapy tumor region available
for analysis in EAC015 and tumors EAC014, EAC003, EAC009 had responded well to
treatment with low tumor purity levels in the post chemotherapy regions, rendering analysis
intractable.
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Figure 2.

Cancer cell fraction comparisons for different tumor regions. A-C, In each plot, the cancer
cell fraction of all single nucleotide variants (SNVs) for one tumor region is plotted against
another tumor region. The SNVs within each cluster are indicated. D-E, Representative
probability distributions over the cancer cell fraction for individual mutations are shown for
specific tumors.
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Figure 3.

Intratumor heterogeneity of chromosomal alterations. A, Plot showing the percentage of
ubiquitous copy number amplifications, gains and losses (+SEM) for all tumors. B and C,
Heatmaps showing the distribution of potential tumor driver copy number amplifications
and deletions for each tumor region based on recurrently amplified and deleted
chromosomal segments identified from TCGA esophageal cancer (ESCA) data. For each
region, amplification was determined as ≥2x ploidy and copy number loss was determined
as ≤1 copy number, relative to ploidy. If no putative driver genes were identified within the
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recurrent amplification or deletion, the nearest gene appears in square brackets as described
by GISTIC2.0 (22). D, Heatmap showing amplifications identified within the cohort of
tumors containing a targetable oncogene as identified by the TARGET dataset (23) and
whether these occur as ubiquitous (blue) or heterogeneous (orange) amplifications and if
they occur as recurrent focal or arm level amplifications based on TCGA ESCA data (22).
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Figure 4.

Temporal and spatial dissection of mutation spectra in EAC samples. A, Stacked barplot
showing the fraction of early mutations (trunk) and late mutations (branch) accounted for by
each of the six mutation types in all M-seq samples and per case. The number of mutations
analyzed is displayed on top of each bar. The difference between the spectra for trunk and
branch mutations across all cases was assessed using a χ2 test. For specific mutation types, a
Fisher’s exact test was used, and significant p values are shown. B, Stacked barplot showing
the fraction of pre-chemotherapy mutations and post-chemotherapy mutations accounted for
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by each of the six mutation types in all M-seq samples and per case. The number of
mutations analyzed is displayed on top of each bar. The difference between the spectra for
trunk and branch mutations across all cases was assessed using a χ2 test. For specific
mutation types, a Fisher’s exact test was used, and significant p values are shown. C,
Barplot showing platinum signature enrichment odds ratio for pre-chemotherapy (red bars)
and post-chemotherapy (green bars) mutations for M-seq samples. The platinum signature
encompasses C>A in CpC context (25). 95% confidence intervals for Fisher’s exact test are
indicated. D, A model of tumor progression in EAC. Inferring the evolutionary trajectories
of EAC tumors through NAC by M-seq, identifying early and late mutational processes and
the selective pressure of platinum treatment.
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